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You can search for patients and then save the search, making it a reusable filter. Filters are the building blocks for creating gadgets to use in 
designing and building your dashboards. Saving a filter involves naming it and, in some cases, selecting display options to define how your search 
results should be presented within the gadget.

Filters and Gadgets

If you have a number of filters to define, you will likely use the tab. Filters 

However, you can also view a gadget's filter from within a client list or client summary gadget in your dashboard, edit the filter, and even build one 
from the gadget.

When in configuration mode, these gadgets show two filter-related links.

View or Edit

To view the filter search terms and columns defined, click the link. The filter opens in a new window. View 

From here you can run the search, change or add search terms, save the filter, add or change columns and sort order, and any other tasks that are 
available from the tab. Filters 

New Filter

To start a new search and create a new filter from it, click the link in the gadget. The window opens. New   New Search 

You can specify search terms, select columns and the sort order, run the search, and save this as a new filter. Then you can use it immediately in the 
current gadget and elsewhere in your dashboards.

Criteria

EMTrack's powerful search features enable you to create simple or detailed searches to find the exact group of patients for the purpose at hand.

The topic Elements: Search Criteria provides details about search terms and sets and how to put them together.   

Columns and Sorting

When you are going to use a filter in a client list gadget, you indicate the data elements to show. These are the details you want to see for this set of 
patients. Simply specify the columns for your filter. You must have at least one column specified.

By default, the filter includes the , , , , and columns. You can add columns to the filter and  Actions  Age  Gender  Provider Evaluation  Tracking Summary 
remove them.

The selected columns appear in the filter's results. You can change the order of columns by clicking and dragging column headers. In this way, you 
can apply the order that is most logical and useful.

In addition, you can sort the filter's results by the data in certain columns. Click a column header to sort by that data. The arrow in the header indicates 
ascending or descending order. In addition, the sorting options you choose appear in the section above the table. In the following  Sorting order 
example, the data has been sorted first by (descending) and then by (ascending). Age   Gender 

You cannot sort by certain composite columns. For example, you included as a column in the filter. This field is actually a  Provider Evaluation 
composite of data elements, including the triage and complaint categories. Therefore, you cannot sort by it.

For the following example, the filter creator searched for all patients who are currently at or en route to a specific provider facility, and then specified 
the following columns: , , , , and . In addition to setting a sort order in the filter, the user  Age  Gender  Complaint Description  Provider Unit  Tracking Status
can set their own sort order while viewing the gadget. In the following example, the user has chosen to sort first by and then by . Tracking Status   Gender

The arrow in the header indicates whether the sorting is in ascending or descending order. In addition, the sorting options you choose for the gadget 
appear in the section above the table. Sorting order 
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The following columns may be available to you:

Column Description Examples

Actions Provide access within the gadget to certain actions. View patient record icon.

Age Age of patient; the gadget shows ages in predefined ranges. 13 - 19 YR

60+ YR

Complaint Category Categories of complaints, as defined in your system.

Complaint Description Description entered with the complaint, if any.

Contamination 
Description

Description entered with a contamination status of Yes.

Contamination Status Patient's current contamination status. Unknown

Yes

No

Current Location Patient's current location.

Current Location Type Type of location. Facility

Incident Site

Destination Location Destinations, as defined in your system.

Disposition Code Current disposition of patient. Discharged

Transferred

ETA En route patient's estimated time of arrival at destination. 14m

Overdue

Gender Patient's gender. Male

Female

Unknown

Not known

In Incident Active incident the patient is associated with.

Isolation Combination of Isolation Reason and Isolation Status.

Isolation Reason Reason entered with selection of a status (other than None).

Isolation Status Type of isolation required for patient. None

Universal Precautions

Respiratory Isolation

Reverse Isolation

Labels Labels, as defined in your system. Dialysis

Oxygen

Last Evaluation Result of last check of the patient's stability. Stable

Unstable

Last Provider Most recent provider listed in patient's record.

Last Tracking Update Date and time the patient record was last updated and the user who updated it.

Location on Body Location on patient's body that is injured or the cause of complaint.

Mobile Provider Mobile provider with which patient is associated.



Provider Evaluation Combination of the patient's Triage Category, Complaint Category, complaint 
Description

Red - Trauma - burns, face, head, 
hands

Yellow - Endocrinology, 
Hypoglycemia

Provider Unit Agency mobile unit with which patient is associated.

Status Type Patient record's current status. Normal

Archived

Deleted

Tracking Number Triage or tracking tag number.

Tracking Status Patient's current tracking status. At Location

Transporting

Tracking Summary Summary of patient's current whereabouts, including past and present locations 
when appropriate.

At ABC Hospital

Transporting to ABC Hospital via 
Unit 37

Treatment Level Type of responding / provider unit. ALS

BLS

Triage Category Triage category for the patient indicating level of care needed, as defined in your 
system.

Red

Yellow

Green
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